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Logistics and Announcements

This is the last lecture :-(

Movie day: Contact. 28-Feb (Tuesday). Time?

PS2 graded. 

PS3 will be on website soon — due on movie day.

Dark-site observing session, Neral?

25-26 Feb (Sat-Sun), with Prof. Deshpande’s Astrobiology class 
and Khagol Mandal. Details TBD. Interest?



Khagol Mandal Program, 25-26 Feb 2017



Paradigm Lecture 2017 
“Has Indian Research Spurred the Shift from 

the Black Hole and Big Bang Paradigm?”

• Black Holes don’t exist
• The Big Bang didn’t happen

Abhas Mitra, BARC



Black Holes

This is technically ‘true’, but don’t over-interpret it.

A more accurate way to say this might be:

  Black holes can have tiny leaks.
or

  Black holes are 99% black, not 100% black.
This is very different from: 
  THE WHOLE IDEA OF BLACK HOLES IS TOTALLY FALSE!



Big Bang
There is a fundamental problem in cosmology:

Measurements of distant galaxies show the universe 
is expanding at an expanding rate.

This is an unsolved and major problem.

Most cosmologists’ solution: 

• Keep the Big Bang model, but adjust it. 

• Invent ‘dark energy’ as a repulsive force.

Abhas’ solution

• No Big Bang. Universe is static not expanding / contracting

• The theory of Doppler shift is incorrect

• Distant galaxies are not receding — they are red-shifted because 
going a long distance will change wavelength of a photon. 



I don’t know whether Abhas is right or wrong. 

But he spent most of his talk not discussing science, but 
how he was ostracized from the community for being a 
‘heretic’…

“The gatekeepers of the journals would not let me publish!”

“The new editor of  Nature India editor does not like me!”

“The Harvard press office says they refuse to put the names of 
Indians in their press releases.”

“Other scientists take my ideas and never mention me!”



Many pictures and quotes from ‘heretics’ who were later 
shown to be correct, such as…

• Galileo
• Giordano Bruno

• Maxwell and Planck (quantization of light)
• Einstein

Giordano Bruno, burning at the stake - 
16th century advocate of exoplanets

Galileo, under house arrest

→ Just because you are a heretic, 
does not mean you are right!



So, about that redshift…?

Q: So, what causes the redshift of distant galaxies?
A: I have many ideas on what causes the redshift. I 
have not published it yet.

“Extraordinary claims  
require extraordinary evidence.”  

                    — Carl Sagan



Do the ‘gatekeepers’ of journals really suppress new ideas?

Title:   Accretion of Jupiter's Atmosphere from a 
Supernova-contaminated Star Cluster 
Journal: Icarus
Decision: Substantial Revise
Dear Henry,
We are going with "substantial revise" rather than 
“reject" because I believe papers presenting novel and 
interesting ideas should be published if they are not 
clearly wrong or grossly improbable. Such papers 
should be fair to other work, should have evidence to 
support the conclusions, and should have caveats where 
evidence is lacking or contradictory.  Your paper 
needs substantial revision in the latter categories - 
fairness, evidence, and caveats. I was hoping to see a 
more quantitative discussion of how contamination 
works. Good luck. I hope to hear from you soon.



Is science really closed to new ideas?
That’s crazy! Scientists love finding new ideas, and showing 
how existing models and observations are wrong! It happens 
continually.
Very few of these paradigm shifts have caused anyone to be 
put under house arrest, or kicked out of the field. 

Times have changed!

 • There are thousands of exoplanets close to us! 
 • The universe is expanding at an expanding rate (Nobel, 2011) 
 • There might be life on Mars (maybe right, maybe wrong) 
 • Life is common on Earth. The more we look, the more we find. 
 • Pluto is not ancient, but young! 
 • Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune all have rings 
 • The Moon was made by a giant impact 
 • Earth has had life for almost all of its history

We have learned all these things in the last ~25 years!



Planetary Interiors

• Heat of Formation
• Differentiation
• Cooling



How to Build a Planet

4.5 billion years ago, the solar system was just dust and gas.
• Micron-sized grains of C, Fe, Si (about 1% of total)
• Low density of molecular hydrogen, H2 (about 99% of total)

To make a planet from a cloud of dust, you bring in all the parts, 
piece by piece.

The first tiny dust grains just collide and stick. You can build 
grains up to a few cm this way. 



Fluffy dust built up in labs — 
can get to mm or cm in solar nebula



Once you get up to meter sizes, gravity starts to 
dominate. 

vesc (r = 1 m) ~ 1 mm/sec. Once the random 
velocities between grains in the nebula damp down 
to 1 mm/second, then gravity starts to take over.



Runaway Gravitational Growth 
Start with a 1 km body
vesc starts at 1 m/sec
Body radius grows to 2 km
vesc grows to 2 m/sec, capturing more bodies
Body radius r grows…
vesc grows…

This is an unstable situation! Positive feedback → 
exponential growth until we run out of material!



Planets are formed quickly:  
Fully formed in < 1% of current age of solar system)

This is an old model, and 
there are many parameters to 

consider, but the basic 
timescales still roughly hold



Heat of Formation

Planet’s initial internal temperature is set by 
accretion.

PE in orbit → KE during infall → thermal energy at 
planet



We break the planet into shells, and integrate over 
radius, to get the total energy released by accretion:

Heat of Formation



Heat of Accretion

Maximum possible temperature of planet, assuming 
conversion of all accretion energy to thermal, instantaneously

Planet Radius T

Earth 6400 km 30,000 K

Venus 6000 km 25,000 K

Mars 3400 km 6000 K

Pluto 1200 km 40 K

← Vastly exceeds melting 
temp of rock (1200 K), so 
Earth was molten



Heat of Accretion

Maximum possible temperature of planet, assuming 
conversion of all accretion energy to thermal, instantaneously.

Can solve for R: 

                   ΔT = 1200 K → R = 1000 K

✦Objects bigger than large asteroids melt during accretion.

✦Earth was completely molten.



A molten Earth - Differentiation
At initial formation, planets were 
essentially homogeneous.

But once they have been melted, they 
stratify into layers based on density.

Atmosphere (O2, N2,  ! << 1 g/cm3)

Ocean            (H2O,     ! = 1 g/cm3)

Crust             (silicates, ! = 3 g/cm3)

Mantle
Core               (iron,     ! = 7 g/cm3)

Undifferentiated

Differentiated



What does a piece of an undifferentiated body look like?

Asteroid chunk. Made of 
small pieces of iron, 

silicates, etc. all mixed 
together. 



And from a differentiated body…

Large quantities of molten 
metal → Must have been 
from a huge asteroid that 
was differentiated and 
then broken up!



Planet Radius T (*)
Earth 6400 km 30,000 K
Venus 6000 km 25,000 K
Mars 3400 km 6000 K
Pluto 1200 km 40 K

Let’s compare Mars and Earth…

Earth clearly had enough energy to differentiate completely. 

Mars may have partially differentiated, but was much closer 
the limit.

(*) This is a theoretical maximum. In reality, formation takes a few 
Myr, so the planets will cool while forming, and actual T is less 
than this. 



Consequences of Partial Differentiation: Mars vs. Earth

A lot of Mars’ iron is still on its surface → Mars is red!

On Earth, some Fe left on surface, but small localized 
amounts, much of it brought up later by volcanism.



Mars used to have active volcanism. 

But when the core cooled, the volcanoes went extinct.

On Earth, volcanism continues today, where it is an 
important part of the carbon cycle.

Consequences of Partial Differentiation: Mars vs. Earth



The cooler core (and lack of water) mean that Mars 
never developed plate tectonics. It never makes new 
surface — all the surface has been there since the 
beginning.

On Earth, plate tectonics modify everything - only small 
portions of crust are 4 Gy old (Greenland, South Africa, 
Australia?)

Consequences of Partial Differentiation: Mars vs. Earth



Mars has only a very weak B-field now (2% of Earth)

On Earth, the hot core convects. This motion of molten 
Fe is what drives the dynamo to make Earth’s B-field.

Consequences of Partial Differentiation: Mars vs. Earth



Mars’ weak B-field cannot repel charged particles from 
the solar wind (which create an electric field when 
moving). These charged particles slowly strip away 
Mars’ atmosphere.
On Earth, the strong B-field repels the solar wind’s E-
field, so we have almost zero atmospheric loss. Earth 
stays wet!

Consequences of Partial Differentiation: Mars vs. Earth



So we have ended up with Mars being: 
 Dry (H2O and atmosphere lost ) 
 Dead (no core, no volcanoes) 
 Static (no plate tectonics)

Earth: 
 Livable, with hot core and thick atmosphere 
 Dynamic (new landforms being created continually, 

through volcanism and plate tectonics) 
 Wet

Consequences of Partial Differentiation: Mars vs. Earth



Thank you!

We’ve covered about 1% of the field of 
planetary science in this class. 

The world is so huge… 


